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ABSTRACT oo failure stress at confidence level c
A methodology has been developed for probability-based c. failure stress at confidence level c, corrected for

standards for low-pressure piping systems that areattached to plastic strain
the reactor coolant loops of advanced light water reactors c r median failure stress

(ALWRs) which could experience reactor coolant loop Cy yield stress
temperaturesand pressuresbecause of multiple isolation valve _. ultimate tensile strength
failures. This accident condition is called an intersystem
loss.of-coolant accident (ISLOCA). The methodology was

appliedto varioussizesof carbonand stainlesssteelpiping INTRODUCTION
designed to advanced boiling water reactor (ABWR) Low-pressure piping systems that branch to the reactorcoolant systems of light water reactors (LWRs) are normally
temperatures and pressures.

protected by multiple valves from the reactorcoolant. Failure
... or misalignment of these isolation valws leads to an

NOMENCLATURE intersystcm (sometimes called interfacing systm)
c confidence of pipe survival loss-of-coolant accident (ISLOCA), andto the potential leak or

rupture of low-pressure systems. SECY-90=016 (USNRC,
m moan

M median 1990) and the associated Staff RequirementsMemorandum

p internalpressureinthepipe from the Nuclear RegulatoryCommission (NRC)Commissionersrequireevolutionaryadvancedlightwater
r inside radius of the pipe
R correction factor for plastic strain reactor (ALWR) plant designers to include ISLOCA in the
s standarddeviation design basis; this requirement has been extended to passive
t pipe wall thickness plant designs as well. However, the NRC has not provided
x valuefromnormalprobabilitytablesassociatedwith designstressallowablesor uniformcriteriaforISLOCA

a particular confidence level design. Subsequently, it was decided to use Service Level A
c¢ Wcibull probability distribution parameter design stresses and a fraction of the actual design pressure to

logarithmic uncertaintyof failure stress achieve an overall system failure probability not exceeding
s strain I0%.

sr strain at _r
0 Weibull probability distribution parameter Four ALWRs are presently ,ruderreview by the NRC staff:ABWR, SBWR, AP600, and System g0+. The piping systems

of these plants that may be affected by ISLOCAe include, for

1. Work suppotled by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office example, the residual heat removal system, the safety injection
of Nuclear Regulatory Research,under DOE ContractNo. system, the makeup and purification system, and other low
DE-AC07-76ID01570. pressure lines which branch to the reactor coolant system.
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While the chief safety concern deals with low pressure lines Methodology Outline

which bypass containment, piping which remains entirely The major steps and assumptions associated with this
within the containment is of concern as weil. methodology are:

To date no full ISLOCAs have occurred in U.S. nuclear 1. Determine the stress induced in the pipe during ISLOCA

plants, although there have been several instances of leakage conditions
past valves from the reactor coolant system to connecting
systems. These instances have been bemgn and correctable by • the ISLOCA failure mode is assumed to be from a
the plant staff. The probability of a full ISLOCA for existing statically-applied pressure alone (see Discussion of
LWRs is estimated to be on the order of 10"_to 10"l_events per Failure Mode Assumption section)

year, depending on the assumptions. Thus it is a low
probability event. Since the maintenance procedures and • the stress in the pipe wall (that can be compared to
operator training: on ALWRs are expected to be similar to that the failure stress developed in 2 and 3 below) can be
at present LWRs, the ISLOCA probability for ALWRs is calculated using the equation tbr hoop stress (pr/t)
expected to be in the same range as for current LWRs.

2. Estimate the median failure stress

The NRC has established an objective that evolutionary
• the median ultimate tensile strength of the pipingALWRs (and by extension, passive ALWRs) provide some

protection against ISLOCA sequences. The NRC position is materials can be obtained using material property
that ISLOCA, for purposes of design, can be treated as a data
severe accident with very low frequency of occurrence,
thereby allowing relatively high conditional failure • the median value can be reduced to account for
probabilities given an ISLOCA. The present NRC goal is to triaxial stresses and the differences in the gage
ensure that each connecting system (including piping, flanges, length of the tensile specimens and the actual piping
tanks, valves, etc.) has at least a 90% chance of surviving an
ISLOCA event. • a further reduction can be applied to account for the

increase in pipe diameter caused by the plastic strain

To support the NRC objective, a pilot study was initiated by in the pipe wall
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory to develop and

3. Estimate the uncertainty of the failure stressexecute a methodology for evaluating ISLOCA design rules on
a probabilistic basis. While the methodology is intended to

• the failure stress curve is assumed to have a
include piping elements, flange connections, on-line pumps
and valves, heat exchangers, and tanks and vessels, the pilot lognormal distribution
execution treated only piping elements, and was applied to

• the uncertainty of the failure stress curve can beAdvanced Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR.) piping. This paper
describes the methodology and its application to ABWR estimated by assuming that the failure probability at

the yield stress is 10"j (or some smaller value) to
piping, account for cracking (original or induced)

DEVELOPMENT OF PIPE RUPTURE PROBABILITY • Attention is given to the manufacturer's tolerance
METHODOLOGY and the corrosion allowance

A methodology for evaluating probabilistic pressure
capacities for selected ISLOCA components was developed Based on these assumptions, the following sections describe
and reported in NUREG/CR-5603 (Wesley et al., 1990). The how the pipe failure stress curves were determined for SA-106

basic methodology is to compute failure stresses which can be Grade B carbon steel and Type 304 stainless steel, two typical
used with a pipe ISLOCA survival curve to calculate the nuclear power plant piping materials.
probability of pipe survival at a given system pressure. The
curves were developed by estimating the median and the
uncertainty of the failure stress, and are material and Ultimate Tenslle Stren_h Curve
temperature dependent. The media_ ultimate tensile strengths for the two steels were

obtained from the open Uteratum (Harvey, 1985; Weiss and
Sessler, 1963). These values were subsequently reduced by
factors of 0.9 for carbon steel and 0.85 for stainless steel to

account for the following differences between the specimens

2. Plantpersonnelactions are the leading cause oflSLOCAs.
3. Themedianis the stress at which the failureprobabilityis 50*/'..
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TABLE 1. FAILURE STRESS PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS WITH FAILURE PROBABILITY OF
10_ AT YIELD STRESS

i! i ii|mi I

Carbon,steel " Stainless steel
i L iiii i llilm i iii i iii ii

Temperature (_F) _r(ksi) _ crr(ksi) 13
i i i iiii i ii ii iiii i i

100 61.2 0.17 73.1 0.22
.........

400 64.8 0.24 62.9 0.33
.............

600 62.1 0.27 59.5 0.36
....................

800 49.5 0.23 55.7 0.39
, ,, , ,,

from which the strength data were generated and nuclear failure stress significantly below the median value, the absence
piping: of flaws cannot strengthen the material such that the upper

bound is greater than the failure stress of unflawed material.
• the material data were based on testing unia,xJal tensile Since we will be working with the high confidence of survival

specimens, whereas a state of triaxial stress will erJst in area at the low end of the curve, selection of an upper bound
the actual piping (however, only two of the three stress cutoff is unnecessary.
components are significant)

• the uniaxial tensile specimen gage length was very small Survival Curve
when compared to that of the actual piping, which is Once the failure probability curves have been determined, the
assumed to be the pipe circumference, survival probability (which is 1 minus the failure probability)

for any stress can be determined and corrected for the
The resulting stress is called the median failure stress (trr). expansion caused by plastic stress. This correction is applied

The lognormal distribution results in the following equation because the hoop stress in the piping is computed based on the
for the failure stress (tr,) at a given percent confidence of original (undeformed) pipe inside wall surface area on which
survival c: the pressure acts. However, the pipe radius expands as the

pressure causes plastic deformation in the wall; consequently,
o'o = trr e-0X (1) the surface area on which the pressure acts increases with

strain [the increased radius is r (1 + e)]. To apply a correction
The logarithmic uncertainty of the failure stress (13) is for the plastic strain, we assume that the stress-strain relation
determined by setting tr, and x as follows: is bilinear with the break point at the yield stress try. Then the

strain er corresponding to the median (50% confidence) failure

tr, = try stress (trr) can be adjusted by the following ratio to estimate
x = value from the normal probability tables for a given the corresponding strain at the failure stress (tr_):

probability (x = 3.09 for I0 "3failure probability) _c - ay
R = (2)

and solving Equation 1 for 13. The resulting probability at- ay
distribution parameters for SA-106 Grade B carbon steel and where:
Type 304 stainless steel at several temperatures,for a survival
probability of 10a at trr. are. listed in Table 1. A sensitivity cry = yield stress
study also was conducted for a 10"_survival probability at try. trr = median failure stresset = corresponding strain at trr

Plots of the probability density function of tr, can be made tr, = failure stress at confidence level c
Rst = corresponding strain at tr,using values of the lognormal distribution parameters such as

in Table 1. As an example, the lognormal curves at 400*F for
1"hecorrection for plastic strain4 can be made by dividing tr,SA-106 Grade B carbon steel and Type 304 stainless steel are

plotted in Figures 1 and 2 for yield-stress failure probabilities by (1 + R_r):
of 10"3and 10"s. These curves may be considered reasonable 4. It would lm more logical to apply the correction for plastic strain as a
for failure stresses of the order of plus one standarddeviation multiplier to r in the pr/t stress calculation, but in practice when
and below; consequently, they have been truncated at +113. At performing tennitivity studios using _vend pr/t v,,iue_ it is e,_er to
iailure stresses in the high end of the distribution, some upper apply the ten.rien only once to thn failut_ stress, and thereby not Imve
bound cutoff is required. Although flaws can reduce the toapply thecor_ctionforeachpr/t thatiscalculmed.
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FIGURE 1. ASSUMED FAILURE STRESS DISTRIBUTION FOR SA-106 GRADE B CARBON STEEL
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FIGURE 2. ASSUMED FAILURE STRESS DISTRIBUTION FOR TYPE 304 STAINLESS STEEL
(A) 10"_(B) 104 PROBABILITY OF FAILURE AT YIELD STRESS
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FIGURE 3. COMPARISON OF STRESS VALUES FOR SA-106 GRADE B CARBON STEEL PIPE: ASME CODE
AND PROBABILITY-BASED CONFIDENCE LIMITS (104 PROBABILITY OF FAILURE AT YIELD STRESS)

or e-px Figures 3 through 5 are intended to give an overall
ors= = I +Rsr (3) assessment of the survival confidence levels when the piping is

designed for 40 to 50% of the expected ISLOCA pressure.
Stress versus temperature curves for several survival The effects of corrosion allowance, manufacturer's tolerance,

probabilities are plotted in Figures 3 through 5. The ASME and standard pipe sizes have not been included. These will be
Section III Class 2/3 Level D and 2.5 times the Level A stress addressed in a later section when the methodology is
values (for an ABWR pressure of 1025 psig and no corrosion specifically applied to ABWR.piping.
allowance) also are included for comparison. The Level D
stressallowsa factorof 2 increasein pressureoverthe normal Discussiorl of Failure Mode AssumDt!on
operatingpressure,sopiping designedfor 50%of the expected To establishdesignrulesbasedon the failure probability of
ISLOCA pressurewouldmeet the LevelD stresslimit. Piping piping during an ISLOCA event, it is desirableto have a
designed for 40% of the ISLOCA pressure would meet a 2.5 simple general methodology that will apply to ali A.LWR
Level A limit, piping systems rather than have to factor in the specific

operating stresses for each individual design. However, the
The Level D stress limit provides greater than 99% magnitudes ofpiping stresses (other than the ISLOCA pressure

confidence of survival at 4000F for SA-106 Grade B carbon stress which can be assumed to be the full primary system

steel with an assumed 10"_ failure probability at yield stress pressure) are design-specific and depend on the plant
(Figure 3), while a 2.5 Level A stress limit wr,ujd result in conditions at the time of the ISLOCA event. Thermal and
about a 98% confidence level at 400*F. The Level D stress deadweight stresses will be present to some degree, while

limit provides abouta 97% confidence of survival at 400*F for there is a very low probability that seismic or water hammer
Type 304 stainless steel with an assumed 10"_ failure stresses will exist during the ISLOCA event. These stresses
probability at yield stress (Figure 4), while a 2.5 Level A stress represent only a portion of the overaU design stresses (they do
would result in less than a 90% confidence of survival. The not include the pressure stress), which have already been
Level D confidence level at 400*F increases to abou, 99% for limited according to ASME Codz rules for A through D

an assumed 10"=failure probability at yield stress (Figure 5), Service Levels, and these stresses would not increase
while the 2.5 Level A confidence level increases to about96%. significantly during the ISLOCA event as does the pressure

stress.
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TABLE 2. COMPARISON OF STRESSES COMPUTED USING WEIBULL AND LOGNORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS

i ii u .n=_

Weibull distribution Lognormal distribution _
iii ii i i

Survival confidence Stress from curve (ksi) Corrected stress (ksi) Stress from curve (ksi) Corrected stress (ksi)
i i iii [ i i i i i | i ii li i ii

90% 52.4 49.8 47.6 45.8
,,,

97% 45.6 44.9 41.3 40.2
.....

99% 40.2 39.3 37.1 36.5
i lBl [ i i III I II I

The methodology simply assumes that the only cause of -(o) 4
failure is overpressure, and includes the effect of the other F(o'; 0, ct) = 1 - e (5)
stresses in the determination of the failure stresses and the

uncertainty, as follows. The hoop stress caused by the We can solve for 0 and ct from Equation 5 by choosing the
pressure loading is set equal to a failure stress. However, this 50% confidence level as the median of the ultimate tensile
failure stress has been reduced from the median ultimate strength data corrected for the effects of triaxial stress and

tensile strength by a/hctor of 0.9 for carbon steel and 0.85 for gage length (gr), and the 99.9% confidence level as t)y. For
stainless steel, as described above, to account for the SA-106 Grade B carbon steel at 4000F (ctr = 64.8 ksi, gy = 31

difference in gage length and for the etl'ect of triaxial stresses, ksi), the Weibull parameters are 0 = 67.5, and ct = 8.87.

part of which arise from stresses other than pressure stresses.
Moreover, a wide uncertainty has been assigned by selecting The Weibull distribution is plotted versus the comparable
the 99.9% survival confidence as the median yield stress. This lognormal distribution (uncorrected lhr strain) in Figure 6.
accounts for the probability of a large crack existing in the Next, the 90%, 97%, and 99% survival probability stresses for
material, and also provides margin for the additional stresses the Weibull and lognormal distributions were computed,
such as thermal and deadweight stresses present in the pipe. including the adjustment to correct for the increased pipe
Thus, as shown in later sections, the design stresses based on diameter caused by plastic strain. The results are presented in

high confidences of survival are much closer to the yield stress Table 2.
than to the median ultimate tensile stress.

The Weibull distribution results in about a 3 to 4 ksi increase

in allowable stress levels over the lognormal curve. Thus the

Investioationsof OtherPossibleAssumptions lognormal curve provides more conservative stressvalues than
A number of assumptions were made in the previous section does the Weibull curve.

to obtain pipe survival probability curves. Two alternatives
were investigated to determine how different assumptions
would affect the results. The t'trst was to use another ComparativeMaterialsData Materials property data from

probability distribution for the failure stress curve, and the sources other than Harvey (1985) and Weiss and Sessler
secondwas to use alternate sources of materials data. (1963) could be used to determine the distribution parameters.

Consequently, additional data for the material properties of
SA-I06 Grade B carbon and Type 304 stainless steel were

Wei,builDistributionThe lognormaldistribution has been obtained from several ASTM references (Simmons and Cross,

shown to be representative of data when the variable is the 1952 and 1955; Simmons and Van Echo, 1965; Smith, 1969
product era number of factors. Other probability distributions and 1970), an NR.C Contractor Report (Rodabaugh and De,_,
(such as Weibull or beta distributions) also could be used. 1980), and Battelle Columbus Laboratories to compare to the
Consequently, the lognormal distribution and the Weibull NUREG/CR-5603 data to assist in establishing its validity.
distribution, a distribution that was conceived for failure data,

were compared. Where possible, the actual test data were used to determine
the median. When only the mean (m) and standard deviation

The Weibull probability density function is defined as: (s) were given, they were converted to the median (M) using
the following formulas:

f(o'; 0, ct) = _ o"a-I e -(_)= (4) 13 = 4Ln[(_)' + 1] (6)

and the corresponding cumulative distribution function is: p2 pz
M = e -La(m)- 5- = m e --i" (7)
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FIGURE 6. COMPARISON OF (A) LOGNORMAL AND (B) WEIBULL REPRESENTATIONS OF THE ULTIMATE
FAILURE STRESS FOR SA-106 GRADE B CARBON STEEL AT 400°F

Values of the ultimate tensile strength and yield stress for strength correction factor was used. Compared to the ASTM
SA-106 Grade B carbon steel from the alternate data sources, data, the NUREG/CR-5603 data result in lower stresses for
NUREG/CR-5603, and ASME Code design (minimum) values most confidence levels, and give approximately the same 99%

are compared in Tables 3 and 4. Lognormal uncertainties for a survival confidence stress as the ASTM data at 400OF(Table
10"zfailure probability at the yield stress were calculated for 8). The NUREG/CR-5603 data are conservative by about 1 to
the alternate data to compare the resulting survival confidences 2 ksi when compared to the Battelle data at 550"F.
with the NLTREG/CR-5603values. Themedian failure stresses

[_, (data) multiplied by 0.9] were adjusted by dividing by the Further studies are underway to determine representative
1 + Rs r factor to ac_:otmtfor the increase in diameter caused parameters for cast Type 304 stainless steel, Type 316
by plastic strain. To obtain or for the alternate data, the stainless steel, and SA-106 Grade B carbon steel in the
corresponding strainsfrom the NUREG/CR-5603 data were stress-relieved condition.
multiplied by the ratio of the differences in median failure and
yield stressesof the alternatesourcesand NUREG/CR-5603

values. Survival confidencesfor the comparabledata are APPLICATION TO ABWR
presented in Table 5. (The 5500F NUREG/CR=5603 To assist the USNRC in reviewing the General Electric
parameters were interpolated from values at 500 and 600*F.) advanced boiling water reactor (A.BWR) design, calculations

were performed to estimate the percent survivalprobability of
When compared to the ASTM data for survival confidences various sizes (2 to 20 in. nominal diameter) of SA-106 Grade

of 99, 97, and 90%, the NUREG/CR-5603 data result in B carbon and Type 304 stainless steel pipes. It was assumed
approximately 2 ksi lower stresses for the 1970 ASTM data that the temperature in the pipe would reach 350 to 500*Fand
set and 4 ksi lower stresses for the 1955 ASTM data set at the operating pressure would be I025 psig, the same as for
400*F(Table 5). The NUREG/CR-5603 data are conservative currently operating BWRs.
by about 7 ksi when compared to the Battelle data at 550"F.

The minimum wall thickness for each pipe size was
The data for wrought Type 304 stainless steel are presented calculated using Equation (3) of ASME Boiler and Pressure

in Tables 6 through 8. The ASTM (1952) data were from test; Vessel Code Section 1TrNC-3641.1 and corrosion allowance
on bar stock, while the ASTM (1965, 1969) data were from values of 0.120 and 0.004 inches for SA-106 GradeB carbon

pipe/tube tests. The method for determining the values was and Type 304 stainless steel pipe, respectively, for design
the same as for carbon steel, except a 0.85 ultimate tensile pressures of 350 and400 psi. These pressures represent design

pressure to operating pressure ratios of approximately 35 and

8
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TABLE 3. COMPARISON OF MEDIAN ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH DATA FOR SA-106 GRADE B
CARBON STEEL

i i i i •

Ultimate Tensile Strength (-ksi)
i ii i

Temperature (°F) NUREG/CR-5603 ASTM (1955) ASTM (1970) Rodabaugh (RT) ASME Code
Battelle (550°F)

RT 68.0 71.4 71.7 71.8 60.0

200 iiiiiitiii!iii!!ii!iiliiiiil!il!iiiiiii!iliiiiil!ii!iiii!iil67.6 66.3 i!!iii!ii!ili!i!i!i}!ii:!illi!iiliiii!!ililiiiiii 60.0

i!iiiiii!iit;600400

5 5 0 _;::._.::;_:_:::_;_:_._._:_;_:_;_:_:_:_:_:.:.:;..;_:.:;:::_:::_:_:.:.:_:_.:.:.:,

TABLE 4. COMPARISON OF MEDIAN YIELD STRESS DATA FOR SA-106 GRADE B CARBON STEEL

i

Yield Stress (ksi)
i

I Temperature (OF) NUREG/CR-5603 ASTM (1955) ASTM (1970) Rodabaugla (RT) I ASME Code

Battelle (5500F") IRT 36.0 35.0 37.0 45.5 35.0

 !ii!!iitiitliti!lliliiliilititii!ilifititilll liil35.2 34.5 31.9200

400 31.0 34.5 33.5 _!'.,.'_i:,.%_!_._!_._i_i_!_i_._i'.,._i_!_:_!_...'.:_i_:i_::_30.0

500 29.0 _i_Lt.i_i..``.i_.t._i._i_ii_.t.!_..``._i.t.!_:``.i_!_i.t._!_ii.t.i_..t.i_i_!!_iI!iI!iI!i_!Ii_.t..ii_ii.t.ii_i_!i_._i_i_.t:'.t..ii.t:i_ii_ii_ii'.,".ii_!i_ii.t:ii_!i_i_i_I It_i_ii_t!li_ 28.3
_:...:.:.:.:_:.:.:.:_.;._._.i.;._;`;.:_:.:_:.:.:.:_.:_:.:.:.:_:.:_:_:_:_:¢.:g.:_.:.:.:.;.:+_.!_!_.:_.:_.:_.:_:_.:_.:_._._.":':':'::" :':':':''-'-'.':":'.'-':'-'.'. ........ "-'-'-'._"-".'-"-'-'-'-'-".', :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

!_-_!!_:ilt.it._!i_i_.t._i_._i__i..,'.ii_ii__i_i_ili _.iit.'it.'i!_i_._i_.!i._ii_ii._i_i_._it._i_i_iit.'i!_i_t.!_iit.'_it:!i_t._t_..'.._i__i!_i_'.,'.ii_i_._!i_i_!i_!i_!i_!_.t.i_i?_!._!_i_i 34.5 .......":":":":"":<':":<':<':_':_':<':":":'.........550 :._:._:_]:._::_::._:._::_:;`.::_::.`.:_.`..:_:`:_:!.`..:_:_.`..:_:!_:]_.::_!_:`._i_!_i_i_i!..`.._.i!_i_]!_i...:._!_!_i_i!..`._..`..];:_.`..;_.`._..`.._;`..]_.`:]_.`.._.`._.`._._`..;]:_L.`::;.`.._:.`._:_:_.`.;._.`._:n:_!:_!:_!:_:_!$._:._:._._!:_'.,!:._!:_i:._!:_i:._!:_._i:_!:_i:

TABLE 5. COMPARISON OF SURVIVAL CONFIDENCE STRESS VALUES FOR SA-106 GRADE B
CARBON STEEL

i

Stress (ksi)

400°F 550"F
i III

Survival confidence NUREG/CR-5603 ASTM (1955) ASTM (1970) NUREG/CR-5603 Battelle
(%)

iii

99 36.6 40.4 .39.0 33.7 40.5

97 40.3 44.2 42.5 37.5 44.4
.... •,,

90 45.8 49.9 47.7 43.1 50.2
iii
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TABLE 6. COMPARISON OF MEDIAN ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH DATA FOR WROUGHT TYPE 304
STAINLESS STEEL

i i i i ....

Ultimate Tensile Strength (ksi)
l Illl I I III III I I I

Temperature (°F) NUREG/CR-5603 ASTM (1952) ASTM (l 965 ASTM (1969) Battelle ASME Code

............... iiiiiii2iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!2iiiiii........RT 86.0 87.0 86.4 84.0 75.0

20o iiii_iiiiiiiiiiiii!iilfiiiiliii_iiii_iilii!iiiiiiiifii!:: 75.0 75,0 71.0
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

66.0

,00 _40 iiiiiii!iiiii!iiiiii!iiiiii?i!ii!ii!iiiiiiii_9 '_' !ii!i!iiiiii!ii!i!iiiiiii!iiii_iiiiiiiiii!iiii.4
500 71.8 64.8 iiiiilli!i}ii!iiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiii}iiiili!ill61,5 iiiliiiiiii!iiii!iiiiiii!iii!ii!liiiiiliiiiiill63.5

550 .......!ii!i!i!!ii!!i!!iliiii!iiii!ii!i!!!i!!i!iili!ii[!ii:,i64.1 i!:._ii_.!:::_::i._::_i!_._i_i_:_i!_i_i._.ii!!i!!!iiiiiiiiitii!iiiiiliiiii_iiii_ii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iliiiiiii!!i!!i!iiiii!ii!ii_ii!iii_!ili_i!!ii66.8 !iiiiiii!iiii!_iiii!iliiii!iiiii_i!iii

TABLE 7. COMPARISON OF MEDIAN YIELD STRESS DATA FOR WROUGHT TYPE 304 STAINLESS STEEL

. , i i i i i i i

Yield Stress (ksi)
i i il ii [ i i i i iii i ...........

Temperature (°F) NUREG/CR-5603 ASTM (1952) ASTM (1965) ASTM (1969) Battelle ASME Code
ii i i iii li'Til li IIII I _ I _,_ _ . J.lll

_ _.o I ,.o 4_., _.' iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil_o.o,,

_oo _i___ii_iiii!I_iiiii!iiii!!__iii__i!_!i_ii!iii_iiii!_iii!i_iiii_iii!_ii_i_!i!iii!i!!ii!!i!i!_,_ _-.' iii!i!iiiiiiiiiiii!!iiiii!iiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiii!!_-_.°
.... f_iii:iii:%_.:_;:ii!_i::,,.i.t_:_iiii!ii:iilli._i:

_oo _.o iiiiiiiiiiilliiiiii!iiiiiiiiiii!!iiiiiii!lii_iiii_._ _'.' iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiilil_o._

TABLE 8. COMPARISON OF SURVIVAL CONFIDENCE STRESS VALUES FOR WROUGHT TYPE 304
STAINLESS STEEL

Stress (ksi)
i i, i ,i • t I

400°F 500*F 550°F
i i iiii i ii i i i

Survival NUREG/CR ASTM (1965, NUREG/CR- ASTM (1952) NUREG/CR- Battelle
confidence (%) -5603 1969) 5603 5603

iiii ii i ii iii i llli i i i i iiii

99 28.7 30.6 26.7 35.7 26.0 28.3
..........

97 32.5 33.8 30.6 38.2 29.8 31.7
I ........

90 38.3 38.4 36.5 41.7 35.7 36.7
i i

I0
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40%. Based on the value of the calculated minimum wall greater than 99% confidence of survivability. A 2.5-times
thickness, the next higher standard pipe schedule from Level A limit (equivalent to designing for 40% of operating

ANSUASME B36 (1985)was identified, pressure) would provide 97 to 99% survival probability in the
350 to 500°F temperature range. The confidence levels for

Three survival confidences were calculated: Type 304 stainless steel are lower than for SA-106 Grade B
carbon steel; the calculations show about a 82 to 87% survival

• The confidence based on the wall thickness from the probability in the 350 to 500*F temperature range. Additional
ASME Code minimum wall thickness calculations, studies showed that a lognormal probability distribution and

the ultimate tensile strength data in NUREG/CR-5603 give

• The confidence based on the wall thickness of the lowest conservative survival confidences when compared to a Weibull

standard pipe schedule with a wall thickness greater than probability distribution and selected alternate material data for
the calculated thickness, the same materials, respectively.

• If the survival confidence was less than 99.0%, the The methodology was applied to various sizes of piping

calculations were repeated for the next larger (higher) designed to pressures of 350 and 400 psi at 350 and 500*F and
pipe schedule, subject to ABWR pressures of 1025 psig. The results show

that a design pressure of 350 psi for SA-106 Grade B carbon

The results of the calculations are summarized in Tables 9 steel piping will produce a 94% confidence of pipe survival

through 12 for SA-106 Grade B carbon steel and Type 304 during an ISLOCA event at 350"F. The survival confidences
stainless steel pipe at 350"F and 500°F. No manufactttring at 500*F are about 1 to 2% less than at 350uF. Using ASA
tolerances are included in these calculations; it is assumed that B36. l 0 standard pipe schedules and a design pressure of 400

they are included in the uncertainty. Otherwise, the results psi will result in greater than 99% confidence of pipe survival
represent conservative survival confidences m that no pressure at both temperatures.
resistance is allowed for the material within the corrosion

allowance. For Type 304 stainless steel, designed to ANSUASME B36
standard pipe schedules, a design pressure of 400 psi results in

Tables 9 and 10 show that the use of a design pressure of 350 greater than 85% confidence of pipe survival at both

psi for SA-106 Grade B carbon steel piping results in a 94% temperatures. Additional calculations showed that using a
confidence of pipe survival during an ISLOCA event at 350"F; Schedule 40S pipe would result in greater than 99% survival
the survival confidences at 500*F are about 1 to 2% less than at confidence at 400 psi at both temperatures.

350'F. Using ASA B36.10 standard pipe schedules and a
design pressure of 400 psi would result in greater than 99%
confidence of pipe survival at both _emperatures. REFERENCES

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Boiler and

_'ables 11 and 12 show that the use of a design pressure of Pressure Vessel Code, Section III and Section HI, Division 1,

350 psi for Type 304 stainless steel piping results in a 71% Subsection NC, 1992.
confidence of pipe survival during an ISLOCA event at 350"F;
the survival confidences at 500*F are about 3 to 4% less than American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Welded and

at 350"F. Using ASA B36 standard pipe schedules and a Seamless Wrought Steel Pipes, ANSI/ASME B36.10M-1985,
design pressure of 400 psi will result in greater than 85% 1985.
confidence of pipe survival at both temperatures. However,
additional calculations showed that using ASA B36.19 American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Stainless Steel

Schedule 40S pipe for size 12 inches or less and ASA B36.10 Pipes, ANSUASME B36.19M-1985, 1985.
Schedule 20 pipe for sizes 16 to 20 inches 5 provide greater
than 99% survival confidences at 400 psi at both temperatures. Harvey, P. D., Editor, Engineering Properties of Steel,

American Society for Metals, Metals Park, Ohio, 1985.

CONCLUSIONS Simmons, W. F., and H. C. Cross, Elevated- Temperature

A methodology has been developed to compare allowable Properties of Stainless Steels, ASH'M Special Publication No.

stresses for piping systems subject to ISLOCA events to 124, 1952.
probabilities of pipe survival. The results show that a Class 2
Level D stress limit for SA-106 Grado B carbon steel gives Simmons, W. F., and H. C. Cross, Elevated- Temperature

Properties of Carbon Steels, ASTM Special Publication No.

ANSI/ASME B36.19 does not fist Schedule 40S for nominalpipe sizes 180, 1955.
of 16 to 20 inch©s.
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TABLE g. SURVIVAL CONFIDENCES FOR SA-106 GRADE B CARBON STEEL PIPE AT 350°F

350 PSI DESIGN PRESSURE
Nemlnai Calculated 300p Survival B36.10 Wall Hoop Survival Next Wall Hoop Survlvtl

Diameter Thldmeu Sires= Confidence Pipe Thlclme_ Streu Confidence Larger Thlcknesa Stre_ Confidence

(in.) (in.) (psi) (%) Schedule (in.) (lXd) ('/.) Schedule (in.) (psi) (%)

ii 1111

20 0.351 43.3 94.1 20 0.375 39.2 98.0 30 0.500 26.0 99.9
.,

18 0.328 43.3 94.1 STD 0.375 35.2 99.5 iiiilllf_i_ii!i:_lilt_'ii_iliiliiliilii_iiliitiiiii_iiliitlifiiti!tlitiifi!fi!i:::'':i'':i'':i'':i'':i'i:i''_'':'':'t:!?.._.'.i:.'.!_.'._:.._.'.i:.'.!:.'.!:.'.i:_i!'.,'..';.'_i_!_.t.i_i_i
i_!i'_i'_."...';,':_!_i_._!'_ i]i!'_i!_:."_._i'_i_._::_i!_ii_.:::__::_.:_'_:_.::_.:!'_::_.:!_.:!_.:_.:i

16 0.305 43.3 94.1 20 0.312 41.7 96.0 30 0.375 31.1/99.9
,.

i_i!_:i_i!_'i_:ii_:i_!.,:'!.,."_::_::_"_::._.'$.'._i:s::_i:._i:_'.,"i_i_i............................................._ii_ii_.ii_!_._.i_'.,'.!_.ii_.!_!_!_'_.i-.............
12 0.267 43.3 94.1 30 0.330 30.1 99.9 i_i_i_i;_ii.t_i_i_!":_::'::_..........._':_':":"s..........:.4::._::_:'_'.':_:_[".:,_._._::,_._::,'._:_:

10 0.244 43.3 94.1 20 0.250 41.4 96.4 30 0.307 28.4" | 99.9_ ]

8 0.220 43.3 94.1 20 0.250 33.0 99.8 ::!li!_i":_.ii_i!:!"':i":_:'"_'t_i_ji!iil!!i iil:_ii!ii!i!_ii_i!li]

4 0.172 43.3 94.1 40 0.237 18.7 99.9 _NNiii_ii_i!_:i_ii_:_!_i_i!_{_.ii..4._i_:_ii_._._i._!_._t._i_!_it._!._!!::s:s::s.:s.:._:_,:'.,._.4'.;,:_!i!i_ig._il.t..!g._NN_i..,,:gi_![i_NgNl'_i_'_ii_'i
............. !._i_._i_._::_::_.t'i_i_i_l!_!i_iiitii_i

3 0.161 43.3 94.1 40 0.216 17.7 99.9 !_.':'i_i_ii_i_-_,_,."_i_t._!_t.'...:.:t._i_!_i!!_!_i._!_;_;i_._!!_i:.__;:_

2 0.148 43.3 94.1 40 0.154 34.8 99.6 ,,._..,.:_,..'..,::..::.,.::.,.:_,.:!.,.::.,.:::.4::s::.4:::::.,..:.__.............:._*:;__.:_.:_.:._":*::s::.4_._.-...::_.:_.:_.:_.:.4_.:_.:_.:_.::_::'.,:*!.
,,.

400 PSI DESIGN PRESSURE

Nominal Calculated Hoop Survival B36.10 Wall Hoop Survival I Next [ Wall Eloop Survival

Diameter Thidcne_ Slresa Confidence Pipe Thicknm Stre_ Confidence[ Ltrger ] Thlckne_ ;tre_ Confidence

(in.) (in.) (pa) ('/.) S¢h_e (in.) (pa) ('/.) S¢h_.ne| (in.) (pa) (%)
[i i

iiii i :;:;:'_:;:;:'_';:_;'_ :;:_;:;..;:_;._;._..:;:;:;:_;;:_.....
20 0.384 37.8 98.7 30 0.500 26.0 99.9 ;:_:.':'_,__r:_t.:_;_;._.t._f:_;_._-_.,'..',.';_._.__ :,.".i__..:.:;i_.__i_!_.,'..".._,:_

!::S:_ffS::_"$_::;:i_::._::._::,5::.4:_::._:::._:: :Y:Y:Y:'("':Y:::':Y'Y!Y::':Y:Y'_'f'_':':'
_::'::,$':._:._.:.rC.:.,::...,:;::.4:.$.:.::.;:.:,;:::4 : :.,.:....:..__1:.:,.::,:.._ ;_...::_ .45..,...._.:.1.:,..:..:

18 0.358 37.8 98.7 STD 0.375 35.2 99.5 ::_ _t_.'.,._;.-.!_.'..ff.'_.,,'_:,_:.,.!;.,.'_.'.,:i_..,.i_!_,'._]_.,:__.:`.1_;.`_.:`.:`..:``.._`..i_..._..}.._...`.i_._..`.._:_`:_:.`:!_.-_.'.:_
......................... •.::q:::¢.¢..'.:::¢_ . ¢.._...::..._...:...,..¢.:._.16 0.331 37.8 98.7 30 0.375 31.1 99.9 itl_ _i_-."_.t'g_g.:_'.:._h _._._::<...'_._;_'j_;_i

12 0.288 37.8 98.7 30 0.330 30.1 99.9 !_!.,'.:_ _!_ _ _|!ili__''_'_*'':_r'*_'_'_'e"r_'_ ;_"r'__!.,:!.-..-:.,..,.'.,:_;':;__e_!.*._',:_

10 0.262 37.8 98.7 30 0.307 28.4 99.9 ;__._._:,.'.,_-:t._:_f_,. _._,_;_._;,.'i:"..,.'__.._;:_._..'._:;_:_:_i:_.>."_ _¢,._".;,':_
.._:.._..._._._...y:_.;_:_.._._._z_.:_:._._._:_...._....__.._.._.JL4._.._:._:_ _. :_ >_ _ __ _: ;_[_ _ 4

8 0.234,. 37.8 98.7 20 0.250 33.0 99.8 !_:._.::'.:.,::_._:_._:,___:_--_::_:_.:_,_:._:_.,._¢,,.,_.__.......,:..,.__,_)_.:__.__._ _._

6 0.207 37.8 98.7 40 0.280 20.2 99.9 ....'_-'.¢.":".'.
.....

4 0.179 37.8 98.7 40 0.237 18.7 99.9 :_._,_, -_.._

3 0.166 37.8 98.7 40 0.216 17.7 99.9 _" _ii_'_'_:_'_::_:__._• :._: . _._:_.___,,_

2 0.151 37.8 98.7 40 0.154 34.8 99.6 .._:_:::.4.,.:.,_i_'_'_'_'"#._d,'___,_ ::':':..........._ :_'_"____1_'_ ................

Notes: 1. Actual outside diameters are larger than nominal diameters for pipe sizes less than16 inches.
2. A corrosion allowance of 0.120 inches wa_,assumed.

3. An operating pressure of 1025 psig was u.s_dto calculate the hoop stresses.
4. Standard pipe Schedules 10, 20, 30, STD, etc. were chosen from ASA B36.I0
5. Since there is no Schedule 20 for 6-in. pipe in ASA B36.10, Schedule 40 was used, resulting in a greater wall thickness for

6-m. than for 8- and 1o-ro. pipe.
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TABLE 10. SURVIVAL CONFIDENCES FOR SA-106 GRADE B CARBON STEEL PIPE AT 500°F

350 PSI DESIGN PRESSURE

Nominal Calculated Hoop Survival B36,10 WJdl Hoop Surreal 1Next I W_I I Roop [Survival

]Ymmeter Thicimm Stress Confidence Pipe Thlcknm Streu Confidence Larger I Thlekneg | Strem |Confidence

j2o [ ....:20 0.351 43.3 92.4 20 0.375 39.2 96.9 _30 | 0.500 .001 99.
18 0.328 43.3 92.4 STD 0.375 35.2 99.0 :_.¢_.,:._::._;:._:.*:._:._:_.._:*:._:_:__,.'_._;:_:|i_:.*._:i{i._._:_,,.':._::.,::=.,.:.,.:_._:=_::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::_::,_:_:.:

,6 L 3,,l?...... I "_'_;'_"";'_'_;'_;'_"_.'_';:_;q;:_;._¢;'_;";""_;'_;'_:_:_'i:_':_-8;.:_!:_;.[_:_:_:-'_.;;_
12 0.267 43.3 92.4 30 0.330 30.1 99.9 _._!.,i'_;_._._i!F_i!._._._!!._!._ii_._.,_:'.,%._!_._::_.,.:.,;_.:.,:.,-.,_.,._.,.:.,_?.,.._.:.,...,_{.,:.:.:._._.,:_..:.:,:_.,:.:,:.:¢.:.:".:¢.:.:.::..:.:.:.:.._¢.:_.:

_.::_'.::.:::.::_::::._'._'_::.:::b'._:_:.:.....

0.244 43.3 92.4 [ 20 0.250 41.4 94.9 30 / 0.307 28.4 99.910
L

' i._!'_._i_!:_g_i._.¢_._i._._._?._._:_!:i ::_:i_:_:_..¢_:'_ ................ _."
8 0.220 43.3 92.4 20 0.250 33.0 99.5 _'_i_!_i!._!i_{_._!_'.._.,'.":.t.'i_!_:_:;_2%_;_:__._'_i!_.':!_$_._.!_'.¢.!_'.'::i.%¢.!!.,.'_!!'.%$:'..¢:_.$¢.::_5_.!_.:_j_:!.%%,.'_._:_::...:.¢.:,.!.%,:_?.;25.$._:.¢_:'.¢::_:.:::_._

..... __ii._ii._; _._._i_:_!_ t_:__ig:.z_;_!i_-_.$_.__;,.:_i_i_'_;_i_i_!
6 0.197 43.3 92.4 40 0.280 20.2 99.9 i'_ii_i__'_ii_i}'.i'.,':ii_.,':i{,'.'_i{_,'._i_i_!i_:.,.:,.:_:,:s_.:.,:s_..,..,._.,._:s_,_:.¢.._:e._::"_::=:s;_'_*'-":_::.,_:._..,_;:_.'_,:..,:_::iii:._:-'.'_:_;_:._._:._::.,'::_!:.¢_::f.,_':.:_::_ _)_!__"_.¢i.¢_:_!¢..'s:.¢_:_;¢"_..,_'_:_._!_!s_:!.¢:_.:.'.__!....

4 0.172 43.3 92.4 40 0.237 18.7 99.9 i_._.zt.!_;!zt._!._!;i_]_!_i._,,._._..:..._._t_i_'::_'*'_:*:'_:_:._,'_:'¢_:,_¢¢:,_._',_"_..._...:.,......,.:.,.., ._.:,,,,:., :._
....

' ' !!._ii._i_._i!_ii.:'."i_i_i_J':.':'_2_i}.i'.;t.;.'._;J_._.}._,.::b.:_::.'._...'::r;_._:,.:_'_J.;'.'.:.'._..'.::,;_":"':::".::_:'.:_._;:"._L"._.::".::"=====================._:3 0.161 43.3 92.4 40 0.216 17.7 99.9 :._.'._.'._._:_;_.:._:,:_:.,"..,._':.,._.:.¢.':.,:..¢..'..,._.._._:._,:_..,:.,._.:.._,.,,,,_..,:.....
:.q:.q:$:.S::.c..c::.c::.g:_:.c_:.g:._5_,_.q:::':.q_:::.¢_=:.,:::_:.¢:._:.q:_:.g:.c:.g_c:_::.'.:_:.c:g.q

2 0.148 43.3 92.4 40 0.154 34.8 99.1 :'*'*:':"*'_':":'_;:'::_"'_!'::_:"'_'_'_:::'*:¢_;"_'¢_'¢"¢_::_::'_:_:'*':"::*"'_t_
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::'.:::'..'.:'.:::'..>.;:_::.::'.'.i:..:...:..:..:..:-.:.:.:.:...... :.:..:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:-:-:-.'.:-:.:..:.

400 PSI DESIGN PRESSURE

Diameter Thlclme_m Strea Confidence PIpe Thlcime_m Strm Confidence | Larger Thickne_m I Streg I Confidence I

I | I !
:'_:_"_""*_':_:_:'_ _it i:___._it._i:'_g__._.ii_,;_20 0.384 37.8 97.8 30 0.500 26.000 99.9 I.,.:_.,.'_..,.'.'!._.'.';,:i_:!.,:.'::._,:_.:.,:_::.'::

.......... :_" "::;:":,?""iCl

18 0.358 37.8 97.8 STD 0.375 35.2 99.0 :_:.'_:_.::_:_."t.._:: :.'"_:.*"_.:'._,.'_.::_:.._.'._:::.:,':._e,_:_;".$: I
' I !']'_ i_ __ll:;_i:_;;_i:_!:_:;_::_;:;_i:-'_'-:_.:_i:'-:_._;ff_;-;;_:_6;'_.:_i:_i:_._::_.J"_ _i:_i:_'_i:_i:::::::::::::::::::::::: :'._i_'_;_._::_!_a.._:.'.*'_::._:_'_:*_,_:;:._:.*:.¢.'._:_::_._.16 0.331 37.8 97.8 30 0.375 31.1 99.8 1:_:,:,:.:;,::!_,2.:!_:..;;,l_._i_.¢._,_._,i_.:_._.::_.:'e_;_!.,._e_..,._:;_,;;_|

|_.`.;_.`.::_?;.._.::_:.`.;::..%`_.:._1::.`._.::_.::.`._..._._;.._?_:_::_::_;_;:_m_',.',;::.v_.:_;_;_X...__.Y_--_4I
...... _!_:__:i_._::_!:¢.i_:_,_<_ _:i_.':¢_._::_i_:._.'.!:._?_'._._,_:_:_:_:¢_"_$_i

12 0.288 37.8 97.8 30 0.330 30.1 99.9 r._:_:_'.e_.i_."_:_tf_i_Z_'_'__."_!_i.:_!i__%_!:_.;.___z,__|:.q_::_..b...,._..:_x...,._:::._,." :_,::;_'_,_:..q__..:_..:.,':_.:_.::'_ ".::.._ ,, _.:

10 0.262 37.8 97.8 30 0.307 28.4 99.9 l.:,..,;:.,._,..,,_.._&.,:_._.,:b,._._::_._:.__],,......_
._,.i,_.,_:_,.; ,v.v,..-_, v,,v_:,:;:.-.-. ,v_-,v ,_,,._:.._:..,:.,_:_-_,.,v_-

8 0.234 37.8 97.8 20 0.250 33.0 99.5 __

6 0.207 37.8 97.8 40 0.280 20.2 99.9 _'_'" ._:.:""" • _,:_:;t_._:_..."_ _]

.. __,,___/ig_l_gt_
3 0.166 37.8 97.8 40 0.216 17.7 99.9 ;___._

l_'_i_.,__
2 0.151 37.8 97.8 40 0.154 34.8 99.1 _ .,:_

Notes: 1. Actual outside diametersare larger than nominal diameters for pipe sizes less than 16 inches.
2. A corrosion allowance of 0.120 inches was assumed.

3. An operating pressure of 1025 psig was used to calculate the hoop stresa_.
4. Standard pipe Schedules 10, 20, 30, SI'D, etc. were chosen from ASA B36.10.
5. Since there is no Schedule 20 for 6-in. pipe in ASA B36.10, Schedule 40 was used, resulting in a greater wall thickness for

the 6-in. than for the 8- and 10-in. pipe.
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TABLE 11. SURVIVAL CONFIDENCES FOR TYPE 304 STAINLESS STEEL PIPE AT 350°F

350 PSI DESIGN PRESSURE
Nominal (_alculated Hoop Survival B36 Wall Hoop Survival Next Wall Hoop Sm'vtval
Diameter Thleknm Strem Confidence Pipe Tldcknm Strm Confidence i Larger Tldckne== Strem Confidence

(in.) (in.) (psi) (%) Schedule (in.) (psi) (%) Schedule (in.) (psi) (%)

ii ii

20 0.216 47.4 71.1 10 0.250 40.6 88.1 20 0.375 26.6 99.7

18 0.194 47.4 71.1 10 0.250 36.5 96.6 20 0.312 28.9 99.3
,,,

16 0.173 47.4 71.1 l0 0.250 32.3 98.1 20 0.312 25.6 99.8

12 0.139 47.4 71.1 5S 0.156 42.0 85.4 10S 0.180 36.1 95.0
.....

10 0.118 47.4 71.1 5S 0.134 41.4 86.7 10S 0.165 33.2 97.5

8 0.095 47.4 71.1 5S 0.109 41.1 87.3 lOS 0.148 29.7 99.2
,,

6 0.074 47.4 71.1 5S 0.109 31.3 98.6 10S 0.134 25.1 99.8

4 0.052 47.4 71 1 5S 0.083 28.2 99.5 ._: :._:._::_.:'._::._: il;_!_'_._i!_::::.'i._._i_i_._
....

3 0.041 47.4 71.1 5S 0.083 21.7 99.9 _i_!_.t.i_;_!_::!_i_i:.,.,..,::.,_:.,::.,:.,..,::._!:_::._i:._._._i:_!i

2 0.029 47.4 71.1 5S 0.065 18.9 99.9 _i_i.,'._:_i_i_._!;.'.,.%:.,.'ii#ii:.,:i.:,.::.,:ii':,.%%'iii_..'.'_t:_,.'.:..'.r_;_..'.'_

400 PSI DESIGN PRESSURE
, ,,

Nominal Calculated Hoop Survival B36 Wall Hoop Survival Next ' _ _all loop Survival
Diameter Thickness Stress Confidence Pipe Thicknm Sh'e= Confidence Larger Tid lines= Stres= Confidence

(in,) (in.) (psi) (%) Schedule (in,) (p_i) (%) Schedule (n.) (psi) (%)

• i i

20 0.246 41.4 86.6 10 0.250 40.6 88.1 20 0.375 26.6 99.7

18 0.221 41.4 86.6 10 0.250 36.5 96.6 20 0.312 28.9 99.3

16 0.197 41.4 86.6 10 0.250 32.3 98.1 20 0.312 25.6 99.8

12 0.158 41.4 86.6 10S 0.180 36.1 95.0 40S 0'.'375 16.6 99.9
........

10 0.134 41.4 86.6 5S 0.134 41.4 86.7 10S 01165 33.2 97.5

"8 0.108 41.4 86.6 5S 0.109. 41.1 87.3 10S 0.148 29.7 99.2

6 0.084 41.4 86.6 5S 0.109 31.3 98.6 10S 0.134 25.1 99.8

4 0.058 41.4 86.6 5S 0.083 28.2 99.5 iii_ _,_ _'_.,.'_:._ _ ....

3 0.046 41.4 86.6 5S 0.083 21.7 99.9 _._ i_%_'" "_".... :":'_:"................._._.__(_tl
"li.,.,._:'_"_ "e • "_ "'N " _ _"_ '2 0.033 41.4 86.6 58 0.065 18.9 99.9 _i._!N,_ .., ' : _."_N_._'

,,

Notes: 1. Actual outside diameters are larger than nominal diameters for pipe sizes less than 16 inches.
2. A corroaion allowance of 0.004 inches was assumed.

3. An operating pressure of 1025 psig was used to calculate the hoop stresses.
4. Standard pipe Schedules 10,20,30, etc. were chosen from ASA B36.10 for 16-in. pipe and larger, and Schedulea 10S, 40S,

etc. from ASA B36.19 for 12-in. pipe and smaller.
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• lp.

TABLE 12. SURVIVAL CONFIDENCES FOR TYPE 304 STAINLESS STEEL PIPE AT 500°F

350 PSI DESIGN PRESSURE
Nominal Calculated H'o0p St_v=i B36' Wall Hoop Sm'viral Next Wall Hoof , Sm-viva

Diameter _deimes8 Stress Confidence Pipe Thicknen Sb'ua Confidence Larger Thickne_ Stru= = !Confidence

(in.) (in.) (l_i) (%) Schedule (in.) (psi) (%) Schedule (in.) (pal) (%)

= i ii i ii i

20 0.222 46.0 67.7 10 0.250 40.6 81.5 20 0.375 26.6 99.0
.........

18 0.200 46.0 67.7 10 0.250 36.5 89.8 20 0.312 28.9 98.0
.....

16 0.179 46.0 67,7 10 0.250 32.3 95.4 20 0.312 25.6 99.3
. . ,. ,

12 0.143 46.0 67.7 5S 0.156 42.0 78.4 10S 0.180 36.1 90.4
.............

10 0.121 46.0 67.7 5S 0.134 42.4 79.8 10S 0.165 33.2 94.4
, ,.

8 0.098 46.0 67.7 5S 0.109 41.1 80.5 10S 0.148 29.7 97.5
....

6 0.076 46.0 67.7 5S 0.109 31.3 06.3 10S 0.134 25.1 99.4
.....

4 0.053 46.0 67.7 5S 0.083 28.2 98.4 10S 0.120 18.9 99.9

..... li!I !il .... t!3 0.042 46.0 67.7 58 0.083 21.7 99.9 filii_i_ii_NN _: _tli_'_::_i_._li

400 PSI DESIGN PRESSURE

Nominal Calculated Hoop Sur_wd B36 Wall Hoop Survival Next Wit [ Hoop , Sur_v,I
Diameter Thickne_ Stress Confidence I Pipe Thlr._ae_ Stress Confidence Larger Thi¢l_ e_ Stre_ Confider ice

(in.) (in.) (]xd) (%) Schedule (in.) (l_d) (%) Schedule (in. (.ned) (%)

t n ;';:"._;'.2'._;"_;';'"_;';' "_;' "_;:'_;:'_.;_;:,_;'_;'_;:_;"_'_; :_;';';_;'_;'_;"_;"::'_._; _; _". ". ;_; _; _ _; _;;'_.
' _: :::> ._::$:.':-_:::.':._:._: ._._ :._'.::',_:{._:.__ :.%S: .._::__...e::_%_.:._:.._._. _:,._._:.._:.__:., .._:._:._20 0.253 40.1 82.7 20 0.375 26.6 99.0 :,-,.:,,:_.,.,.,:,,._,:_.:;'.:,:,,.:,.:,,:,.:,L*:,_.,:,.:,,:,.:,.:_.:|_:,.:,::,._:,:,.:.,.,.,'4::::_:_::_:_::::::::::::::::_,5.'.'_:k::: ::::::_..::::_:_.._.:_!$!_ ::_,_!_:_ _: ._':_:: ._.._".'_:_5:._.%.'::._._!:_

18 0.228 40.1 82.7 10 0.250 36,5 89.8 20 0.312 28.9 98.0
i , , ,

16 0.203 40.1 82.7 10 0.250 32.3 95.4 20 0.312 2516 99,3
....

12 0.163 40.1 82.7 10S 0.180 36.1 90.4 40S 0.375 16.6 99,9
,

10 0.138 40.1 82.7 10S 0.165 33.2 94.4 40S 0.365 14.2 9919
, - , , ,

8 0.111 40.1 82.7 10S 0.148 29.7 97.5 40S 0.'322 12.9 99".9
,

6 0.087 40.1 82.7 5S 0.109 31.3 96.3 10S 0.134 25.1 99.4"

, o o ,os! 0.120 i8.9 99'.9
-- |

ill]..............................
!

,_._..:..::_,:.:__...:.::_:_ _::_(.:..:'_::_-__ '-_ .. -_ _..,.
_:.. _;_ ".,_. _.._.. :3 0.048 40.1 82.7 5S 0.083 21.7 99.9 :.:<_:.q_.._::_...,_:_

........ i_:! ;':_';._:-$:;_:;_::._':_:;..":_::_

2 0.034 40.1 82.7 5S 0.065 18.9 99.9 ili_':_!_:?_"i:_'_;_'_,;..:.,."_._ _._.:___ __..'._.,.g:.,._::x._::,.!:_:_.:_::_::,.

Notes: I. Actual outside diameters are larger than nominal diameters for pipe sizes less than 16 inches.
2. A corrosion allowance of 0.004 inches was assumed.
3. An operating pressure of 1025 psig was used to calcttlate the hoop stresses.
4. Standard pipe Schedules 10, 20, 30, etc. were chosen from ASA B36.10 for 16-in. pipe or larger, and Schedules 10S, 40S,

etc. from ASA B36.19 for 12-ira pipe or smaller.
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